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I. INTRODUCTION
As is well-known, the natural arena to study mechanics is symplectic geometry. One interest-
ing problem is to extend this geometric framework for the case of classical field theories. Several
different approaches were developed in the past forty years, and according to them, the field
equations are presented in different geometric formats: jet fields, Ehresmann connections, or
multivector fields ~we refer the reader to Refs. 1–5 and the references therein; see also Refs. 6–21
for recent developments!.
In a recent paper22 we have constructed a geometric description of classical field theories in
terms of k-cosymplectic manifolds. A k-cosymplectic manifold is a natural generalization of a
cosymplectic manifold, which is the geometrical setting for nonautonomous mechanical systems
~see Refs. 23–25!.
In the present paper, which can be viewed as a natural extension of Ref. 22, we consider the
Lagrangian description of first order classical field theories. The field equations are then derived
by using the canonical almost stable k-tangent structure on the stable k-tangent bundle RkˆTk
1Q
of a manifold Q . From the Lagrangian function L , we construct in an intrinsical way the
Poincare´–Cartan forms (vL)A , 1<A<k , which determine a k-cosymplectic structure if L is
regular. The k-cosymplectic structure provides us a k-vector field whose integral sections are the
solutions of the field equations. The integrability is not assured, but it can be checked in terms of
an arbitrary solution.
If the Lagrangian is not regular, then we develop a constraint algorithm which, if the field
equations are compatible, yields a final constraint submanifold where a solution exists. This
algorithm is very similar to that constructed in Ref. 25.
This Lagrangian description is of course completely equivalent to the Hamiltonian one devel-
oped in our precedent paper by means of a convenient Legendre transformation.
II. k-VECTOR FIELDS
Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension m and Rk the k-dimensional Euclidean space
with coordinates t5(tA)5(t1,. . . ,tk). Let J01(Rk,M ) be the (k11)m-dimensional manifold of one
jet of mappings from Rk to M at the origin of Rk with elements denoted by j01s . J01(Rk,M ) is
called the tangent bundle of k1-velocities in Ref. 26.
Let $r1, . . . ,rk% be the canonical basis of Rk. The manifold J0
1(Rk,M ) can be canonically
identified with the Whitney sum Tk
1M5TM %fl% TM of k copies of TM via the diffeomorphism,
J0
1~Rk,M !→Tk1M5TM %fl% TM
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defined by
vA5
dsA
ds U
s50
, sPR, 1<A<k ,
where sA(s)5s(srA).
Let tM :Tk
1M→M be the canonical projection. If (xi) are local coordinates on U#M then the
induced local coordinates (xi,xAi ), 1<i<m , 1<A<k , on tM21(U)[Tk1U are given by
xi~ j01s!5xis~0 !, xAi ~ j01s!5
d
ds ~x
i+sA! us505vA~x
i!. ~1!
Definition II.1: A section X:M→Tk1M of the projection tM :Tk1M→M will be called a
k-vector field on M .
Since Tk
1M is the Whitney sum of k copies of TM we deduce that a k-vector field X defines
k vector fields $X1 ,. . . ,Xk% on M by projecting X onto every factor. We shall identify X with the
k-tuple (X1 , . . . ,Xk).
Definition II.2: An integral section of the k-vector field (X1 , . . . ,Xk) passing through a point
xPM is a map s:U0,Rk→M , defined on some neighborhood U0 of 0PRk, and satisfying
s~0 !5x , ds~ t !S ]]tAU
t
D 5XAs~ t !, 1<A<k , for all tPU0 .
We say that a k-vector field (X1 , . . . ,Xk) on M is integrable if there is an integral section
passing through each point of M .
Remark II.3: Let us consider the trivial bundle p:E5Rk3M→Rk. A jet field g on p ~see
Ref. 5! is a section of the projection p1,0 :J1p[RkˆTk1M→E[RkˆM . We identify each
k-vector field X on M with the jet field g5(idRk,X), that is g(t ,x)5t ,X1(x), . . . ,Xk(x). The
integral sections of the jet field g ~see Ref. 5! correspond to the solutions of the k-vector field X
~see Ref. 27!. For this reason the solutions of X are called its integral sections.
Let us remark that if s is an integral section of a k-vector field (X1 , . . . ,Xk) then each curve
on M defined by sA5s(s rA) is an integral curve of the vector field XA on M .
Howewer, given k integral curves of X1 , . . . ,Xk , respectively, it is not possible in general to
reconstruct an integral section of (X1 , . . . ,Xk).
Proposition II.4: Assume that the vector fields $X1 , . . . ,Xk% on M are linearly independent.
Then, the k-vector field (X1 , . . . ,Xk) is integrable if and only if the distribution generated by
$X1 , . . . ,Xk% is integrable.
III. THE CANONICAL STABLE k-TANGENT STRUCTURE
Let Q be a manifold of dimension n with local coordinates (qi) and let (qi,vAi ) be the induced
coordinates on Tk
1Q . Let F be a tensor field of type ~1,1! on Q such that F5( i , j F ji (]/]qi)
^ dq j. Then the A-lift FA of F to Tk
1Q is the ~1,1!-tensor field with local expression:
FA5(
i , j
F j
i S ]]vAi D ^ dq j
~see Ref. 26 for further details about the intrinsic construction!. If IM5( i(]/]qi) ^ dqi is the
identity tensor field on M then for each AP$1,2,.. .k%, its A-lifting defines the tensor field J˜A
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i
]
]vA
i ^ dqi. ~2!
The family (J˜ 1 ,. . . ,J˜k) is called the canonical k-tangent structure of Tk1M ~see Ref. 28!.
Let J1(Rk,Q) be the k1(k11)n-dimensional manifold of one jets from Rk to Q , with
elements denoted by j t1f . This manifold can be identified with the manifold J1p of one jets of
sections of the trivial bundle p:Rk3Q→Rk.
J1p is diffeomorphic to Rk3Tk
1Q by composing the following diffeomorphisms:
J1p→RkˆJ01~Rk,Q !→RkˆTk1Q ,
j t1f→~ t , j01f t!→~ t ,v1 ,. . . ,vk!,
where
f t~ t8!5f~ t1t8!, t8PRk, vA5
d
ds ~f t
A! us50 , sPR, 1<A<k ,
and f t
A(s)5f t(s rA).
Let t:RkˆTk
1Q→Q be the canonical projection. If (qi) are local coordinates on U#Q then
the induced local coordinates (tA,qi,vAi ), 1<i<n , 1<A<k , on t21(U)[RkˆTk1U are given by
tA~ j t1f!5tA, qi~ j t1s!5qif t~0 !, vAi ~ j t1f!5
d
ds ~q
i+f t
A! us505vA~qi!.
Therefore we obtain t(tA,qi,vAi )5(qi).
On RkˆTk
1Q there exist a family of k tensor fields JA of type ~1,1! defined by
JA5
]
]tA
^ dtA1J˜A5
]
]tA
^ dtA1(
i51
n
]
]vA
i ^ dqi , 1<A<k ,
where we have transported the canonical k-tangent structure (J˜ 1 ,. . . ,J˜k) of Tk1Q to RkˆTk1Q .
If we set h¯A5dtA and jA5]/]tA, then the family (JA ,h¯A ,jA ;1<A<k) is called the canoni-
cal stable k-tangent structure on RkˆTk
1Q , and RkˆTk1Q is the stable k-tangent bundle of Q .
IV. SECOND ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section we characterize the k-vector fields on RkˆTk
1Q such that their integral sections
are canonical prolongations of maps from Rk to Q .
Let C be the canonical vector field of the vector bundle p1,0 :RkˆTk1Q→RkˆQ . This vector
field C is the infinitesimal generator of the following flow:
Rˆ~RkˆTk
1Q !→RkˆTk1Q
s ,~ t ,qi,vAi !→~ t ,qi,es vAi !,
and in local coordinates it has the form
C5(
i ,A
vA
i ]
]vA
i . ~3!
C is a sum of vector fields,2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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A51
k
CA ,
where each CA is the infinitesimal generator of the following flow:
Rˆ~RkˆTk
1Q !→RkˆTk1Q
s ,~ t ,qi,vAi !→~ t ,qi,v1i , . . . ,vA21i ,es vAi ,vA11i , . . . ,vki !.
In local coordinates they have the form
CA5(
i51
n
vA
i ]
]vA
i , 1<A<k . ~4!
Let us consider on RkˆTk
1Q the tensor fields Jˆ 1 , . . . ,Jˆ k of type ~1,1!, defined as follows:
Jˆ A5J˜A2CA ^ dtA, 1<A<k .
Definition IV.1: A k-vector field z5(z1 , . . . ,zk) on RkˆTk1Q is said to be a second order
partial differential equation (SOPDE for short) if
Jˆ A~zA!50, h¯A~zB!5dAB ,
for all 1<A ,B<k .
From a direct computation in local coordinates we obtain that the local expression of a
SOPDE z5(z1 , . . . ,zk) on RkˆTk1Q is
zA5
]
]tA
1vA
i ]
]qi 1~zA!B
i ]
]vB
i , 1<A<k , ~5!
where (zA)Bi are functions on RkˆTk1Q .
As a direct consequence of the above local expressions, we deduce that the familiy of vector
fields $z1 , . . . ,zk% are linearly independent.
Definition IV.2: Let f:Rk→Q be a map, we define the first prolongation f (1) of f as the map
f (1):Rk→J1p[RkˆTk1Q ,
t→ j t1f[~ t , j01f t!.
In local coordinates:
f (1)~ t1, . . . ,tk!5S t1, . . . ,tk,f i~ t1, . . . ,tk!, ]f i]tA ~ t1, . . . ,tk! D , 1<A<k ,1<i<n . ~6!
From ~5! it follows that an integral section s of a SOPDE z is the first prolongation f (1) of a
map f from Rk to Q .
Definition IV.3: f:Rk→Q is called a solution of the SOPDE z on RkˆTk1Q if the first
prolongation f (1) of f is an integral section of z.
From ~5! and ~6! we have the following.
Proposition IV.4: f:Rk→Q is a solution of the SOPDE z5(z1 , . . . ,zk), locally given by (5),
if and only if
]f i
]tA
5vA
i
,
]2f i
]tA ]tB
5~zA!B
i
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We identify each SOPDE (z1 ,. . . ,zk) with the following semi-holonomic second order jet field:
J1p[RkˆTk
1Q→J1p1[RkˆTk1~Tk1Q !,
~ tA,qi,vA
i !→tA,qi,vAi ,vAi ,~zA!Bi .
If the SOPDE z on RkˆTk
1Q is integrable, then its integral sections are canonical prolonga-
tions of maps from Rk to Q and then z defines a second order jet field G on p whose coordinate
representation of the corresponding connection G˜ is
G˜ 5dtA ^ S ]]tA 1vAi ]]qi 1~zA!Bi ]]vBi D ,
since (zA)Bi 5(zB)Ai ~see Ref. 5!.
The integrability of the SOPDE is equivalent to the condition given by R50, where R is the
curvature tensor of the above connection ~see Ref. 13 and 5!.
V. k-COSYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES
The keystone of the nonautonomous Lagrangian formalism of classical mechanics is the
cosymplectic structure on the phase space R3TQ . For field theory we shall show that this
statement remains true, provided the two- forms that define the cosymplectic structure are replaced
by two vector valued forms.
Let J1(Q ,Rk)0 be the manifold of one jets of maps from Q to Rk with target at 0PRk.
The manifold J1(Q ,Rk)0 can be canonically identified with the Whitney sum (Tk1)*Q of k
copies of T*Q , that is
J1~Q ,Rk!0→~Tk1!*Q5T*Q %fl% T*Q ,
jq ,01 s[~pq1 , . . . ,pqk !,
where pq
A5d(pA+s)(q) being pA :Rk→R the canonical projection.
Let J1(Q ,Rk) be the k1(k11)n-dimensional manifold of one jets from Q to Rk, with
elements denoted by jq ,t1 s . We recall that one jets of mappings from Q to Rk can be identified
with the manifold J1r of one jets of sections of the trivial bundle r:RkˆQ→Q .
J1r is diffeomorphic to Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q , via the diffeomorphism given by
jq1aPJ1r→s~q !, jq ,01 sqPRkˆ~Tk1!*Q ,
where sq( q˜)5s( q˜)2s(q) and q˜ denotes an arbitrary point in Q .
Let us denote by t*:Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q→Q the canonical projection. If (qi) are local coordinates
on U#Q then the induced local coordinates (tA,qi,piA),1<i<n , 1<A<k , on (t*)21(U)
[Rkˆ(Tk1)*U are given by
tA~ jq1s!5tA~s~q !!, qi~ jq1s!5qi~q !, piA~ jq1s!5d~sqA!~q !S ]]qiuqD ,
where sq
A5pA+sq .
An Rk-valued one-form h0 and a Rk-valued two-form v0 on Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q are defined by
h05 (
A51
m
~h0!A rA5 (
A51
k
~pA1 *dt !rA, v05 (
A51
k
~v0!A rA5 (
A51
m
~pA
2 !*~vQ! rA, ~7!2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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1 :Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q→R and pA2 :Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q→T*Q are the projections defined by
pA
1 ~ tB!,~pB!5tA, pA2 ~ tB!,~pB!5pA,
and vQ is the canonical symplectic form on T*Q .
In local coordinates we have
~h0!A5dtA, ~v0!A5(
i51
n
dqi Ù dpi
A 1<A<k . ~8!
Moreover, let be V5kerTm*, where m*:Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q→RkˆQ . A simple inspection in local
coordinates shows that the forms (h0)A and (v0)A are closed and the following relations hold:
~i! (h0)1‘fl‘(h0)kÞ0, (h0)A cV50, vA cV3V50,
~ii! øA51n ker(h0)AøøA51n ker(v0)A5$0%, dimøA51n ker(v0A)5k .
Inspired in the above geometrical model we have introduced in Ref. 22 the following defini-
tion.
Definition V.1: Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension (k11)n1k . A family
(hA ,vA ,V;1<A<k), where each hA is a closed 1-form, each vA is a closed 2-form and V is an
nk-dimensional integrable distribution on M , such that
(i) h1‘fl‘hkÞ0, hA cV50, vA cV3V50,
(ii) (øA51k kerhA)ø(øA51k kervA)5$0%, dim(øA51k kervA)5k ,
is called a k-cosymplectic structure, and the manifold M a k-cosymplectic manifold.
The canonical model for these geometrical structures is Rkˆ(Tk1)*Q ,h0 ,v0 ,V.
For any k-cosymplectic structure (hA ,vA ,V) on M , there exists a family of k vector fields
(j1 , . . . ,jk) characterized by the conditions
hA~jB!5dAB , ijBvA50,
for all 1<A ,B<k . These vector fields are called the Reeb vector fields associated to the
k-cosymplectic structure.
If (M ,h ,v ,V) is a k-cosymplectic manifold we can define the vector bundle morphism,
V]:Tk
1M→T*M
~9!
~X1 , . . . ,Xk!→V]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5 (
A51
k
iXAvA1hA~XA!hA .
Remark V.2: If k51 then V] is defined from TM onto T*M and it is in fact the isomorphism
xh ,v defined on the cosymplectic manifold (M ,h ,v) by ~see Ref. 23, 24!
xh ,v~X !5iXv1h~X !h .
Let (M ,hA ,vA ,V) be a k-cosymplectic manifold, H:M→R a Hamiltonian function and jA
are the Reeb vector fields determined by (hA ,vA ,V). In Ref. 22 we have proved that if an
integrable k-vector field X5(X1 ,. . . ,Xk) satisfies the equations
hA~XB!5dAB , ;A ,B ,
~10!
V]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5dH1 (
A51
k
~12jA~H !!hA ,2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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]H
]xi
52 (
A51
k ]f i
A
]sA
,
]H
]xi
A 5
]f i
]sA
.
The existence of canonical coordinates (sA,xi,xiA) is ensured by the corresponding Darboux theo-
rem ~see Ref. 22!.
VI. THE LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM
Given a Lagrangian function of the form L5L(tA,qi,vAi ) one obtains, by using a variational
principle, the Euler–Lagrange equations for L:
(
A51
k d
dtA S ]L]vAi D 2 ]L]qi 50, vAi 5]q
i
]tA
. ~11!
First of all, one realizes that such a L can be considered as a function L:RkˆTk
1Q→R.
In this section we shall give a geometrical description of the above equations ~11! using a
k-cosymplectic structure on RkˆTk
1Q associated to the regular Lagrangian L . This k-cosymplectic
structure shall be constructed using the canonical stable k-tangent structure of RkˆTk
1Q .
For each 1<A<k , we define the following.
• The vertical derivation iJA of forms on R
kˆTk
1Q by
iJA f 50, ~iJAa!~X1 , . . . ,Xp!5(j51
p
a~X1 , . . . ,JAX j , . . . ,Xp!,
for any function f and any p-form a on RkˆTk1Q;
• the vertical differentation dJA of forms on R
kˆTk
1Q by
dJA5@iJA,d#5iJA+d2d+iJA,
where d denotes the usual exterior differentation.
Let us consider the 1-forms,
~bL!A5dJAL2jA~L !h¯A , 1<A<k .
In bundle coordinates (tA,qi,vAi ) we have
~bL!A5(
i51
n
]L
]vA
i dqi, 1<i<k . ~12!
Definition VI.1: A Lagrangian L is called regular if and only if the Hessian matrix,
S ]2L]vAi ]vBj D , ~13!
is nonsingular.
Now, we introduce the following 2-forms:
~vL!A52d~bL!A , 1<A<k .
Proposition VI.2: Let L:RkˆTk
1Q→R be a regular Lagrangian, and V0 the vertical distribu-
tion of the bundle p1,0 :RkˆTk1Q→RkˆQ . Then, L is regular if and only ifRkˆTk1Q ,h¯A ,(vL)A ,V0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is a k-cosymplectic manifold.
Conditions ~i! are rather obvious. Now, we shall prove condition ~ii! in Definition V.1. Let X
be a vector field with the local expression
X5XA
]
]tA
1Xi
]
]qi 1XA
i ]
]vA
i ,
such that
ıX~vL!A50, and h¯A~X !50, for all 1<A<k .
The second condition implies that XA50, for all A , and then the first condition yields
Xi
]2L
]vA
i ]vB
j 50, ~14!
and
Xi
]2L
]vA
i ]q j
2Xi
]2L
]vA
j ]qi
2XB
i ]
2L
]vA
j ]vB
i 50. ~15!
Since L is regular, from ~14! we deduce that Xi50, for all i , so that ~15! implies XAi 50, for
all i and A . Therefore, we conclude that X50.
Next, we shall prove the second part of condition ~ii! in Definition V.1. Let Y be a vector field
with the local expression
Y5Y A
]
]tA
1Y i
]
]qi 1Y A
i ]
]vA
i ,
such that
iX~vL!A50, for all 1<A<k .
We then have
Y j
]2L
]vA
i ]vB
j 50, ~16!
and
2Y B
]2L
]vA
i ]tB
1Y j
]2L
]vA
j ]qi
2Y j
]2L
]vA
i ]q j
2Y B
j ]
2L
]vA
i ]vB
j 50. ~17!
From ~16! and the regularity of L we deduce that Y j50, for all j , so that ~17! reduces to
2Y B
]2L
]vA
i ]tB
2Y B
j ]
2L
]vA
i ]vB
j 50. ~18!
Since the matrix (]2L/]vAi ]vBj ) is regular, ~18! implies that
Y B
j 5A BDj Y D,
for some matrix A BDj . Therefore, we get2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Thus, øA51
n ker(vL)A is locally spanned by the family of k independente local vector fields
$ ]/]tB 1A CBj (]/]vCj ) %.
Then we have proved that RkˆTk1Q ,(h0)A ,(vL)A ,V0 is a k-cosymplectic manifold.
The converse is proved by reversing the above arguments. j
Let L:RkˆTk
1Q→R be a regular Lagrangian and h¯A ,(vL)A ,V0 the associated
k-cosymplectic structure on RkˆTk
1Q .
The equations,
h¯A~jL!B5dBA , i (jL)A~vL!B50, 1<A ,B<k , ~19!
define the Reeb vector fields $(jL)1 , . . . ,(jL)k% on RkˆTk1Q which are locally given by
~jL!A5
]
]tA
1~jL!ABi
]
]vB
i , ~20!
where the functions (jL)ABi satisfy
]2L
]tA ]vC
j 1
]2L
]vB
i ]vC
j ~jL!ABi 50, ~21!
for all 1<A ,B ,C<k and 1<i , j<n .
Since L is regular, from the local conditions ~21! we can define, in a neighborhood of each
point of RkˆTk
1Q , a k-vector field that satisfies ~19!. Next, one can construct a global k-vector
field jL , which is a solution of ~19!, by using a partition of unity.
Let L be a regular Lagrangian and let VL
] be the ]-morphism defined by the k-cosymplectic
structure (h¯A ,(vL)A ,V0), as in ~9!:
VL
] :Tk
1~RkˆTk
1Q !→T*~RkˆTk1Q !
~22!
~X1 , . . . ,Xk!→VL]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5 (
A51
k
iXA~vL!A1h¯A~XA!h¯A .
Theorem VI.3: Let L be a regular Lagrangian and let X5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) be a k-vector field
such that
h¯A~XB!5dAB , 1<A ,B<k ,
~23!
VL
]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5dEL1 (
A51
k
12~jL!A~EL!h¯A ,
where EL5C(L)2L . Then X5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is a SOPDE. In addition, if X5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is
integrable then its solutions satisfy the Euler–Lagrange equations (11).
Proof: It should be noticed that in general Eqs. ~23! have not a unique solution. In fact, the
solutions of ~23! are given by (X1 , . . . ,Xk)1(ker V]), where (X1 , . . . ,Xk) is a particular solu-
tion. Nevertheless, we shall show now that there exist always solutions of equations ~23! when L
is assumed to be regular. In this case, from ~3! and ~20! we obtain
~jL!A~EL!52
]L
]tA
. ~24!2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 1Let (X1 , . . . ,Xk) be a solution of ~23! locally given by
XA~ t ,qi,vA
i !5
]
]tA
1~XA! i
]
]qi 1~XA!B
j ]
]vB
j .
Then, from ~24! we obtain
(
A ,B , j S 2 ]
2L
]tA]vA
i 1~XA! jS ]2L]qi]vAj 2 ]
2L
]q j]vA
i D 2~XA!Bj ]2L]vBj ]vAi D 5(A , j S vAj ]
2L
]qi]vA
j 2
]L
]qiD ,
~25!
(
A ,i
~XA! i
]2L
]vB
j ]vA
i 5(
A ,i
vA
i ]
2L
]vB
j ]vA
i , ~26!
and since L is regular, from ~26! we deduce that the solutions of Eqs. ~23! are SOPDE’s, that is,
each XA has the form
XA~ t ,qi,vA
i !5
]
]tA
1vA
i ]
]qi 1~XA!B
j ]
]vB
j . ~27!
From ~25! we deduce that the functions (XA)Bj satisfy the equations
(
A
]2L
]tA ]vA
i 1(j ,B S vBj ]
2L
]q j ]vB
i 1(
A
~XA!B
j ]
2L
]vB
j ]vA
i D 5 ]L]qi , 1<i<n . ~28!
Since L is regular, ~28! leads us to define local solutions of ~23! in a neigborhood of each
point of RkˆTk
1Q . Using a partition of unity one can easily obtain a global solution of ~23!.
Now, let
f:Rk→Q ,
~ tB!→f i~ t1,. . . ,tk!,
be a solution of (X1 , . . . ,Xk). From Proposition IV.4 and Eq. ~27! we deduce that
]f i
]tA
5vA
i
,
]2fA
i
]tA ]tB
5~XA!B
i
.
Replacing in ~28! we get
(
A
]2L
]tA ]vA
i 1(j ,B S ]f
j
]tB
]2L
]q j ]vB
i 1(
A
]2f j
]tA ]tB
]2L
]vB
j ]vA
i D 5 ]L]qi , 1<i<n , ~29!
which shows that f is a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations ~11!. j
In conclussion, we can consider Eqs. ~23! as a geometric version of the Euler–Lagrange field
equations.
Remark VI.4: We have given a geometric version of the Euler–Lagrange equations for a
nonautonomous Lagrangian constructing a k-cosymplectic structure on RkˆTk
1Q defined from the
Lagrangian and the canonical stable k-tangent structure on RkˆTk
1Q . We can also construct this
k-cosymplectic structure using the Legendre tranformation FL of L which is the map
FL:RkˆTk1Q→Rkˆ~Tk1!*Q ,
defined as follows: if (t ,v)5(t1, . . . ,tk,v1 ,. . . ,vk)PRkˆ(Tk1Q)q with qPQ and vAPTqQ , then2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 1FL~ t ,y !5~ t1,. . . ,tk,p1,. . .pk!PRkˆ~Tk1Q !q* , pAPTq*Q
is given by
pA~vq!5~bL!A~vq¯ !, 1<A<k ,
for any vqPTqQ , where vq¯PTv(Tk1Q) is any tangent vector such that dtQ(v)(vq¯ )5vq , with
tQ :Tk
1Q→Q the canonical projection. In induced coordinates we have
FL:~ tA,qi,vAi !→S tA,qi, ]L]vAi D . ~30!
The Jacobian matrix of FL is
S Ik 0 0 . . . 00 In 0 . . . 0
B C
D , ~31!
where Ik e In are the identity matrices of order k and n , respectively, B is a matrix nk3(k1n)
and C is the matrix
S ]2L]vAi ]vBj D .
Now, from ~12! and ~30! we deduce the following.
Lemma VI.5: We have
~vL!A5FL*~v0!A, h¯A5FL*~h0!A,
for all A .
Next, from ~31! we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition VI.6: The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) L is regular.
(2) FL is a local diffeomorphism.
(3) h¯1 ,. . . ,h¯k ,(vL)1 , . . . ,(vL)k ,V0 is a k-cosymplectic structure on RkˆTk1Q .
VII. SINGULAR CASE
When the Lagrangian function L is not regular, the family h¯A ,(vL)A ,V0,1<A<k is no
longer a k-cosymplectic structure. Even in this case, from ~24!, we deduce that if X
5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is an integrable SOPDE such that
h¯A~XB!5dAB ,
~32!
VL
]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5dEL1 (
A51
k S 11 ]]tA ~L ! D h¯A ,
then its solutions satisfy the Euler–Lagrange equations.
But we cannot assure that such a solution exists. Therefore we shall develop a constraint
algorithm inspired in the well-known one for singular Lagrangians in mechanics in order to obtain
a final constraint submanifold where such a solution exists.
We put P15RkˆTk
1Q . Next, let P2 be the subset of P1 which consists of those points where
there exists solution of ~32!, that is,2 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 1P25$zPP1 /’XPTk1~Rkˆ~Tk1!*Q !z satisfying the SOPDE condition and
being a solution of ~32!%.
If P2 is a submanifold of P1 , then there exists a section of tRkˆTk1Q over P2 . This section is
not in general a k-vector field on P2 . To find solutions taking values into Tk
1P2 we construct a
new subset P3 of P2 as follows:
P35$zPP2 /’XP~Tk
1P2!zsatisfying the SOPDE condition and being a solution of ~32!%.
If P3 is a submanifold of P2 , there exists a section of tP2 over P3 which is solution of ~23!,
but that not defines, in general, a k-vector field on P3 .
Proceeding further, we get a family of constraint manifolds,
fl→P3→P2→P15RkˆTk1Q .
In the most favorable case, this constraint algorithm stabilizes at some step, say Ph115Ph and
dim Ph.0. In this case, we call P f5Ph the final constraint manifold. On P f there exists a SOPDE
solution of ~32!.
Of course, this solution would not be unique as in the regular case. It should be noticed that,
in addition, the solutions on P f shall not be in principle integrable. To guarantee the existence of
an integrable solution one has to develop an additional constraint algorithm taking the brackets of
the vector fields which compose a SOPDE solution. Doing that we shall obtain an integrable
SOPDE solution on a ~smaller, in general! submanifold S of P f ; its solutions shall satisfy the
Euler–Lagrange equations ~11! ~see Ref. 13!.
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